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5 Million NIS investment to Electroad
Congratulations to our partners in the financial sector Capital Nature ventures, who received a large investment
to one of their portfolio companies.
ElectRoad develops a unique technology that powers a vehicle wirelessly from the road while driving. Using
Unique technology DWPT system (Dynamic Wireless Power Transfer) An electric vehicle can be mobile
without the need for a battery, with no need for charging and with zero emission.
It wasn’t long ago Electroad entered a partnership with Biomedic, and lately Dan – one of Israel's largest bus
companies, realized the immense potential in their technology and chose to invest up to 8.1 million NIS in the
company.

Last chance to apply to SUSTAINERGY 5
This year will be the 5th time Eilat-Eilot is holding the International youth
competition - SUSTAINERGY. It is a big mile stone for us and we are excited
for the event.
The competition is intended for exceled youth in science. Students who are in
the 12th & 13th grades in the current school year, and high school graduates
who are interested in the field of renewable energy.
Each year the main focal topic of the competition is changed, and this year's
competition is all about energy storage.

.

For more details about SUSTAINERGY

Israel's top universities arriving to the Arava
This past October we held a 5 day course in 'sustainable development – the
bridge between finance and the environment' in partnership with Tel-Aviv
university.
30 students from relevant departments – conflict resolution, public policy,
environmental studies and engineering were exposed to the rising sector of
sustainable development in developing countries.
Because these are our future policy makers, frontier engineers and the next
generation to enter the market we see great importance in their multidisciplinary education on environmental and sociological topics.
This course was an extreme success and made the perfect opening for busy
year with more and more academic institutes signing to have academic
courses with Eilat-Eilot. Next to come are the Hebrew University and the
Technion.

New off-grid tech in the village
In the past month we have installed a new very interesting technology: the first
and only single plastic body solar water heating device. The technology by
Solvev company gives a great solution for domestic water heating for low
income families in developing countries.
Additionally, we are working hard to establish an East-African off-grid
technology hub. Another delegation from Eilat-Eilot will embark at the end of
November.
For further information about the village
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